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OVERVIEW OF THE TASK FORCE PROGRAM

State-Regional Land Use Planning

During the fall semester 1975 a Task Force of ten undergrad-
uate and graduate students of Urban and Regional Planning con-
ducted a series of exploratory studies focused on state and
regional land use planning. This Task Porce was under the general
guidance of Professor Louis Wetmore and Teaching Assistant Charles
Cumby.

This exploratory workshop developed several studies which are

published in three volumes. The workshop also' defined a set of

focused studies for the spring semester at both the state and
regional levels. The set of reports will provide important back-
ground for the spring workshop.

Without these materials and without the conceptual framework
devised by the fall workshop the work program for the spring work-

shop could not have been formulated or carried out. The results
of the spring workshop are expected to be relatively definitive
procedures for the land use plan by the State of Illinois and for

regional land use planning by the South Central Illinois Region.

The fall workshop had the cooperation and critical comment of

Fred Walker, Director of the South Central Illinois Regional Plan-
ning and Development Commission; of Laird Starrick, Land Use Plan-

ner for the Department of Local Government Affairs; and Joseph
Marinich, Executive Director of the Council of State Community
Affairs Agencies.

On occasions during the fall semester the Task Force reviewed
materials with Walker and Starrick. At a major review session on

November 21st Walker, Starrick and Marinich gave essential guidance

in formulating the spring workshop program.

The Three-Stage Work Program . The fall workshop was organized
in three separate stages. At the end of each stage the work pro-
gram for the next stage was formulated. At the end of the third

stage the work program for the spring workshop was defined. In

other words, each stage comprised a set of studies which explored
the broad question of state and regional land use planning respon-
sive to the HUD requirements that each state and each region have

a completed land use plan and policies by August of 1977.

Stage I resulted in a set of reports on September 26th which
analyzed the requirements for land use planning as a basis for
policy decisions in housing, transportation, and water resource
development. These are three of the nine areas of concern which
HUD requires be considered in comprehensive land use planning.





In each case appropriate models for planning were identified
and analyzed as to the land use inputs required. In each case
the substantive issues and the status of plans in the South Cen-
tral Illinois Region were appraised.

• Stage I provided an essential orientation for the Task Force.
All participants became familiar with a variety of plan-making
models and the significance of the HUD requirements* The field
trip to the Regional Commission office in Salem gave insights into
the character of the region and its cities.

Stage II . The second stage defined four next step study
areas. The first two studies devised alternative models for
regional land use planning. The third study devised a broad
framework for relating state and regional land use planning.
The fourth study area analyzed approaches to defining a regional
land use planning work program.

During this second stage all of the studies were on a team
basis and resulted in a series of conceptual frameworks.

Stage III * The third stage began at the end of October and
continued through November. Individual studies were pursued by
the ten members of the Task Force. Each study was aimed at
analysis of a particular substantive or procedural question which
had been identified in Stage II.

During the last two weeks of the semester these papers were
organized in the form of an oral/graphic presentation. One pre-
sentation was directed to the South Central Illinois Regional
Commission. Because of bad weather the report to the Commission
was deferred but will be made in January.

Oral reports were prepared by Joe Frank for the papers in

Volume Two; Larry Debb for the study on Water Supply Procedures;

and by Joanne Malinowski for the content of Volume One.

The report to the Commission and a summary report to the
professional advisers were presented at the meeting on November
21st. From that meeting and critique the spring workshop program
was defined.

Subsequent to the meeting the Task Force defined three vol-
umes of papers which were to be edited and organized for repro-
duction. These edited volumes comprise papers developed in the
second and third stages*





Volume One incorporates several papers that deal with regional
land use planning models and work program procedures. This
volume was edited "by Joanne Malinowski from papers "by Michael
Steele, Larry Debb, Yvonne Taylor, Joe Prank, Kathi Ingrish,
David Behr and Luba Bozinovich. The graphics were prepared by
David Behr, * *

Volume Two comprises several papers focused on urban develop-
ment and resource conservation questions in Effingham County
which is representative of the three-county South Central
Illinois Region. This volume was edited by Kathi Ingrish and
contains papers by Kathi Ingrish, Luba Bozinovish, Jeff Cole-
man and Larry Debb. The graphics were prepared by Jeff Cole-
man.

Volume Three comprises three papers which look at the variety
of sub-state regional situations. Recognition of the range of
metropolitan, urbanizing and rural regions is essential to a
workable state/regional land use planning procedure. The
volume was edited by Mitchell Burack from papers by David Behr,
Joanne Malinowski and Mitchell Burack.

Volume Four comprises the work program for the spring semester.
The initial document is the Decentralized Model for state/
regional land use planning evolved from the November 21st
seminar. This provides the broad conceptual framework for the
state level and regional level sections of the spring study
program.

The state level study program, and the regional level program
of studies, are outlined. The final sections of this volume
detail the internal operations of the workshop and schedule the
seminars and two meetings for final presentations.

The content of this volume was edited by Michael Steele from
materials developed by Steele, Charles Cumby and Louis Wetmore.
These materials were reviewed by and adjusted as a result of
constructive criticism from Laird Starrick and Fred Walker.

Reproduction and assembly of the final reports were directed
by Charles Cumby and accomplished by Luba Bozinovich, Yvonne
Taylor, and Larry Debb.
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The purpose of the studies in this report was to explore the

process for developing a land use plan. This plan has utility in

several ways. For the communities in the SCIR region, it provides

analysis of trends in land and water resources. The land use plan

gives a consensus on what the communities can to do deal with prob-

lems and issues. The land use plan is also used to meet require-

ments set by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. HUD

requires that regions complete a land use plan by August 1977 to

continue to be eligible for planning assistance funds.

The specific HUD requirements will be discussed in the next

chapter. Among them is the requirement that the region have broad

goals and annual objectives for determining how land and water

resources should be used. There would be a process similar to the

one carried out by the SCIR Commission when it developed its "Goals

for the Region." HUD also requires that the region have priorities

for action including certain federally defined priorities such as

environmental impact or housing needs. The land use plan must

include policies on growth. The Overall Economic Development Pro-

gram provides such a policy since it established a policy on growth

centers for the region.

Besides discussing the HUD requirements, Chapter II presents a

land use planning model based on these requirements. This model

illustrates an orderly way of performing the tasks necessary to

meet the HUD requirements. A flow chart is shown which indicates

the sequence of steps to be followed. For example, in the early

stages of the model, the region would identify issues in land use,

such as economic development and transportation, later in the

model, the region would implement and evaluate programs which

address these issues. With the SCIR area as a test case, the

model is evaluated by using sketch plans.

Chapter III presents an alternative land use planning model.

Unlike the first model, it goes beyond simply fulfilling the HUD

requirements. For example, the first model considers the effects

of three factors on the distribution of growth: environmental

impact, efficient use of services, and energy conservation. The

alternative or "optimum" model states explicitly that four more

factors be considered: local economy, housing and social





conditions, aesthetics and cultural values, and state and federal

land use policies.

The model presented in Chapter III can be considered an

"optimum" model. It meets the HUD requirements "but proceeds to

outline a sequence of steps that will create a balance between con-

servation and development to be attained under implied or specific

policies. The definition of conservation is not limited to protec-

tion and preservation but includes planned management of natural

resources to prevent abuse and misuse.

Since the "optimum" model does more than meet HUD f s require-

ments, it requires a higher level of technical competence than the

first model. It is also a more time-consuming model. This might

make the "optimum" model unfeasible for a young agency like SCIR

since it would probably not be able to complete all of the steps of

the model by the August 1977 deadline.

In both models, citizen participation is included at various

stages. Chapter IV discusses how the process of citizen participa-

tion can be carried out and how the type of participation varies at

each stage. Particioation is discussed for each of the points at

which it appears in the first model. These points are: issue

identification, goal and objective setting, evaluation of proposals

on growth policy, and evaluation of programs on growth. In the land

use planning process, participation involves not only citizens but a

variety of groups including members of the commission and representa-

tives of local government. The commission is perhaps the most

important actor in this process, since it is responsible for making

final decisions.

In order to complete a land use planning procedure, such as the

one described in Chapter II, SCIR would need to identify the specific

tasks which would have to be completed. The land use model presents

a series of steps to be followed for developing a land use plan, but

it does not indicate what specific tasks need to be performed at

each step. Besides identifying tasks, SCIR would also need to fit

these tasks to its v/ork program. Chapter V identifies the tasks

which would have to be completed and it classifies them according to

the same system as the tasks already in the SCIR work program. This

chapter includes a table which shows the level of completion of





these tasks for SCIR. It indicates which ones have been completed

and which are in the work program. SCIR is shown to "be meeting a

number of the required tasks but there are still many others which

need to be included in its work program.

Finally, Chapter VI addresses the question of how SCIR can com-

plete all of these tasks by August 1977, the deadline set by HUD.

If SCIR attempted to look at all of the issues related to land use,

it would not be able to complete the land use planning procedure by

August 1977. Instead it would probably still be doing surveys and

other research. In Chapter VI an alternative approach is suggested.

Through a "building block" approach, the region could concentrate on

the issues of highest priority. By August 1977, the region could

have something operational in the way of programs. After that, the

region could address other, less important, issues. Such an approach

would allow the region to make significant progress toward completing

its land use plan by 1977.

In sum, this report tries to describe what the process is for

developing a land use plan and to illustrate how SCIR can get the

process operational by August 1977. It is worth repeating' that the

land use plan is more than a document used to meet HUD ! s require-

ments. The land use plan has utility for the cities and counties in

the region. It will provide them with a common base for understand-

ing trends, problems, and opportunities regarding the use of land

and water resources. It will give a consensus on land use policies

and programs to be used by all cities for mutual benefit as a region.

Finally, the land use plan will provide guidelines for growth policy

so the cities and counties can act more effectively in areas of high

priority such as economic development, transportation and housing.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter is aimed at formulating a land use planning model

"based on HUD requirements. To start with, we assumed that there

were no plan-making models for such regions as SCIR, but that these

HUD regulations are a first step toward developing such a model and

are not tested or explicit guidelines. These HUD requirements are

statements of policy and are not a complete series of steps for land

use planning.

The pragmatic model we developed is "based on these assumptions:

1

.

Land use development is based not only on existing land use and

future land use requirements, but also on land use distribution

modified in relation to services, environmental impacts and

energy conservation.

2. Even though HUD regulations for a land use element do not

require citizen participation, it should be included at spe-

cific points in the model.

The second part of this chapter deals with testing our model

and applying its assumptions to SCIR. This is shown by the use of

sketch plans.

The final section will evaluate the use of sketch plans in test-

ing the model.





MODELS

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has set forth

requirements for a land use element to be completed by August 1977.

These requirements, especially those pertaining to areawide planning

agencies, v/ere evaluated and used to construct models for the formu-

lation of a land use plan.

To outline the Team*s efforts briefly, the pertinent elements

of the HUD requirements were used to construct a model (Model l).

After analyzing the ways in which this model was workable or unwork-

able, a revised model was constructed which is felt to be of more

utility in formulating a land use plan (Model II).

THE HUD REQUIREMENTS

The sub-sect iorB of the HUD requirements that apply to areawide

planning agencies are 600.72 (a), (b), and (c). These explain that

the land use element should provide broad goals and objectives, pro-

grams to achieve these goals and objectives and criteria to evaluate

these programs. Further, these sub-sections reveal that HUD intends

states, local governments and areawide planning agencies to integrate

and coordinate their land use planning policies and functions. Also,

the land use element must serve as a guide for governmental decision-

making about the use of land.

HUD requires agencies to identify land use issues of concern to

their areas. In order to set its priorities for action the agencies

must take into account the following items:

1

.

Existing land uses

2. Future land use needs

3. Service requirements of land use planning

4. Impact of policies on environment

5. Distribution of growth

6. Conservation of energy

Additionally, areawide agencies must include in the land use element

long and short term policies to guide growth; identification of the

type, timing and intensity of growth ; studies and procedures for

guiding growth; and oolicies designed to coordinate local, areawide

and state land use planning with functional programs. (See page

for listing of HUD requirements).





MODEL I

A model was constructed v/hich incorporates the appropriate

requirements from HUD. (See page ). Certain of the HUD require-

ments are not a substantive part of the land use element (e.g. the

requirement that the land use plan serve as a guide for decision

making), thus they are not a part of the structure of the model.

Model I is an attempt to determine a method for land use planning

which meets HUD ! s regulations. Since HUD gives no explicit refer-

ence to the relationships "between various requirements, the model

reflects the Team ! s perception of the implicit relationships. For

example, it would not be "good" planning to set forth programs and

evaluative criteria for these programs before knowing the goals and

objectives which these programs must address. Consequently, in the

model goals and objectives are developed before programs or evalua-

tive criteria.

The starting point of the model is the present condition of the

area, "Current Land Use." Next, an attempt is made to identify

local land use problems (issue Identification) and subsequently to

produce goals and objectives (Goal/Objective Determination).

Following the development of goals and objectives is a stage

entitled Technical Manipulation. At this stage there is a list of

HUD requirements under "Considerations." It is unclear from HUD

how these relate to one another. For example, in what way do the

service requirements of a future population take precedence over

environmental impact? Since it was very difficult to determine the

relationships between these requirements based solely on the HUD

description they were simply listed.

After considering the undetermined interplay of these require-

ments under Technical Manipulation the agency would move on a

"Policy Development" stage. Hopefully, since the HUD requirements

are not specific, this policy would be developed in keeping with

the goals and objectives formulated earlier in the model. Further,

HUD does not specify that the issues, goals, and objectives of the

earlier stage of the model are to be incorporated into the four

discreet steps under policy development (i.e. long and short term

policy, type and timing of growth, mechanisms to control growth,

and coordination of state, local and regional policies).





The final stage of the model, "Implementation", describes

better the relationships between annual objectives, programs and

evaluative criteria. HUD clearly requires the provision of "Annual

Objectives" and "Programs" that are directly related to meeting

these annual objectives, HUD also calls for the provision of

"Evaluative Criteria" to assess the success of the programs,

PROBLEMS WITH THE HUD MODEL (MODEL I)

The model, in general, gives no indication of the subtler rela-

tionships of the various HUD requirements. This is especially true

of the various requirements grouped together in the Technical Manip-

ulation stage. The HUD model also leaves unanswered several critical

questions: How does the model relate to other HUD requirements such

as citizen participation? How would it be possible, given this

model, to evaluate the land use planning process internally or

externally? And, what is the need for technical studies? The Team

members have assembled a revision of the HUD based model to answer

these concerns.

REVISED MODEL (MODEL II)

The major revisions of Model I are the inclusion of evaluation

stages and a determination of the relationships between the require-

ments in the Technical Manipulation stage. Also, steps for citizen

involvement are introduced. A flow chart of this model is on page

Certain stages remain unchanged from Model I. They are the Direc-

tive stage and the Policy Development stage.

Citizen participation is introduced at several places in the

model. First, input was provided at the point of "Issue Identifi-

cation," Here, citizens would help identify and clarify local

issues. Next, citizens would be brought into the planning process

at goal and objective development. Citizen input would also be

included at the Evaluation stage. This stage, which is not called

for by the HUD requirements, gives the public and others a chance

to assess the direction of the process up to that point and to

comment on the "Final Distribution of Growth," The final entry

point for citizen involvement is at "Annual Evaluation," At this





point, the public and officials have the opportunity to critique

what takes place each year and to revise programs if necessary.

In addition to including an evaluation stage and citizen

improvement, the model identifies the interaction of the require-

ments previously listed under the Technical Manipulation stage in

Model I. Our team decided to treat each requirement separately in

a sequential process. Thus, after "Future Land Use" requirements are

determined, growth is distributed in light of the efficient use of

existing services. This results in the 1st tentative Growth Dis-

tribution which is thus based on the service requirements of a

future population as reflected in land use patterns.

A similar process is used to determine the 2nd and 3rd Tentative

Growth Distributions. The 1st Tentative Distribution is modified to

minimize possible environmental impacts. This results in the 2nd

Tentative Growth Distribution. The 3rd Tentative Growth Distribution

is arrived at after taking into account Energy Conservation.

The 3rd Tentative Growth Distribution is what the public and

officials receive in the Evaluation stage. After review by the pub-

lic, projected population growth may be redistributed if necessary.

This results in the Final Growth Distribution.

In keeping with this final distribution, policies and mechanisms

are developed to control and guide growth. This Policy Development

stage is identical to the one in Model I.

Next, annual objectives are formulated along v/ith specific pro-

grams and criteria to evaluate these programs. The public helps

assess the success of Drograms each year in the annual evaluation

stage.





LIST OF HUD REQUIREMENTS

FOR A LAN]) USE ELEMENT

Broad goals and annual objectives

Programs to achieve objectives

Evaluative criteria for programs

Integration and coordination of local, state and areawide policies

Guide for governmental decision making

Priorities for action (issues)

Existing land use

Service requirements for future land use

Impact of policies on environment

Distribution of growth

Conservation of energy

Long/short term policies

Type, intensity, timing of growth

Coordination of local, state and areawide policies with
functional programs

Source: Federal Register . Vol. 39, No, 240

Thursday, December 12, 1974
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MODEL II (REVISED MODEL)
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SKETCH PLAN DESCRIPTION

After looking at the HUD requirements and discussing possible

limits or problems, we created a flow chart adding to the HUD

requirements what we thought was necessary for a complete model.

What we developed is a flow chart that can be used in meeting the HUD

requirements for August 1977. To check our model we made sketch

plans showing the distribution of growth.

The first sketch plan shows the current land use with regard to

the present location of population. There are now about 35,000

people located in cities as shown on the sketch plan and another

40,000 to 50,000 diffused through the region.

Our next step was to distribute the projected population increase

of 85,000 by 1990 -throughout the region with the efficient use of

services in mind. Map II shows the results. Population doubled in

the region, but, taking into account the efficient use of services,

the cities of the region increased more than the rural areas, and

people moved out of the rural areas into the cities. Some cities

that previously had under 5,000 people per square mile now had over

5,000 people so they appear on Map II.

The cities that increased in population are those that are

located on major transportation lines.

Next, the distribution of growth is modified for environmental

impacts as shov/n on Map III. We did not locate growth on prime

agriculture land, in flood plains or in areas that v/ere undesirable

for urbanization. Changes between Man II and Map III are very

slight. The basic distribution of population is the same around

existing cities and along transportation lines.

After considering environmental impact, the growth distribution

is modified for energy conservation . This changes the distribution

slightly as shov/n by Map IV. The percentage of a region's popula-

tion in the cities is now greater. There is a concentration of

population; more people are located in urban areas and along major

transportation lines. This concentration of population is one

approach to conserving energy.
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EVALUATION OF THE SKETCH PLAN TECHNIQUE

POSSIBLE FUTURE ARiCAS OF STUDY

V/e used different sketch plans to see whether our model was

workable. While the sketch plan approach was useful, it did have

its limits. For example, our model included citizen participation

at issue identification and goal determination steps. The sketch

plan approach did not show us how this citizen involvement step

should be implemented. This topic of citizen involvement is an area

that will be looked at in Chapter IV,

Using the sketch plan technique for testing the model was not

successful because it did not test the last half of our model.

Policy development and the sub-parts of long- and short-term growth

and coordination of governmental units are not experimented with to

see if they will work. The last part of our model talks about

annual objectives and annual evaluation. This too has not been

touched by our use of sketch plans.

Despite their limitations, the sketch maps were a useful tool

for checking the model with regard to future land use requirements.

We first distributed the population for efficient use of services

and modified the distribution for environmental impacts and energy

conservation.
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INTRODUCTION

This report reflects our Team's efforts to develop what we

define as an "optimum" land use planning model. The model is con-

sidered "optimal" since it not only fulfills the requirements of

HUD, but it proceeds to further outline a plan-making procedure that

will create an equal degree of balance between conservation and

development to be attained under implied or specified conditions

and policies.

Inherent in our approach was the assumption that there is no

plan-making model available for such regions as 3CIR. Secondly, the

HUD requirements of December 12, 1975, for a land use element under

the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 were drafted as a

first approximation of such a model, and therefore do not represent

a tested set of guidelines. Such a set may fall short of presenting

an "optimum" schema for presenting and analyzing land use.

The optimum model our group developed is based on two primary

assumptions. V/e decided not only to investigate urban growth and

development as a major factor in land use, but to put equal weight

on the factor of natural resource conservation and its implications.

Conservation is therefore defined not only from the standpoint of

protection and preservation, but more specifically includes the

planned management of a natural resource to prevent abuse and misuse.

Secondly, our model assumes that when considering the factors of

development and conservation, we should do so "positvely." For

example, in looking at water resources we consider that if reser-

voirs are developed to their fullest potential, how can growth then

be allocated? This is in contrast to the pragmatic HUD approach of

looking at water resources from the standpoint of how growth would

be accommodated in relation to existing water resources. This

"positive" approach to growth management is one that has recently

been utilized in the Niagara Escarpment and Haldeman-Norfolk

stidoes.

The second part of this report is more operational in content

and deals with testing the model and applying its assumptions to the

SCIR region. The product is a series of schematic drawings that

illustrate a first-round attempt at utilizing the suggested model





and its basic policy assumptions as stated in the modified OEDP goals

and objectives. These schematics are not to be considered suggested

plan alternatives oer se, but a "quick and dirty" method of testing

the model ! s strengths and weaknesses.
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I. EXPLANATION OF THE OPTIMUM MOLEL

The flow chart may be subdivided into three major sections. The

first section concerns data-gathering as the first step for policy-

making decisions. It extends to the determination of various growth

policy sets.

f-'odif vi r,~ Factors

inver.<.ory o: uata
Land Use Survey;

i , Environmental
Impact

o. Service
Requirements

;. Energy
Conservation

i. Local Economy —
e. Housing and _
Social Conditions

f. Aesthetics and
Cultural Values

g. State and
Federal Land Use
Policies

r
Pro jec tions

:

Idealized maximum
development and
natural resource
conservation

£-•

Growth Recercu ssions

Growth Policy:
Distribution of
Growth

d? cf: l+] ct

a. Changes in Environment

b. Changes in Service
Requirements

c. Changes in Consumption
or Recovery of Energy

d. Changes in Local
Economy

e. Changes in Housing
and Social Conditions

_[_ f .Changes in Aesthetics
and Cultural Values

The second major section involves defining limitations on the identi-

fied policy sets and ends with the determination of a single, most
viable set of growth policies.

Appraisal
a. Political feasability
b. Economic feasability
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feasability

I
Identification of
Issues/Conf 1 icts

Evaluation

^Resolution: Determination
of most viable set of
policies

If Compromise :22_Possi ble If No Compromise is Possible >-
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The third section is an attempt to go from agreeci-on policies to a

clear, detailed plan for implementing them.

Minor sub-programs are also delineated in the flow chart. Each
of the modifying factors (1-A) and growth repercussions (1-B) must

be looked at separately, but are grouped together because their

effects, or the effect on them, must be studied at the same step.

The extensive redefinition stage (2-A) that may follow the resolu-
tion step in the second major section is a sub-program that con-

denses and repeats most of the first two major sections and there-

fore will not be further explained. It attempts to reconcile any

problems not cleared up in the first two major sections concerning

possible conflicts and/or lack of compromise.

The following is a detailed explanation of each step of the

model:

Section 1

a. Inventory of data, land use survey, trends

i. Land use survey of present uses, including: transporta-
tion studies; natural resources; recreational facilities;
environmental impact studies and quality (water, solid
waste); residential uses; health service delivery; and
education.

ii. Other data, including such materials as traffic counts,
trip generation/destination studies; modal split; water
reservoirs studies.

iii. Trends and forecasts of present growth.

b. Goals and Objectives

For the region as a whole to follow; to be defined with pub-
lic input; along development and conservation lines.

c. Projections: Idealized Maximum Potential

For urban development and natural resource conservation. To
be shown in written or graphic form after consideration of
each of the modifying factors as they apply to the region.

i. Urban Growth — development of growth centers and trans-
portation corridors; health, recreation facilities; education;
optimum economic development.

ii. Resources — maximum development of water resources;
forestry; energy (mineral) reserves; prime agricultural land.





Section 1-A

a. Modifying Factors

Important areas to be viewed separately as to their relation
to the determination of the best projections for each sub-
part of conservation and development.

i. Impact on Environment — air and water quality, noise
impact, open space, agricultural land, wildlife,
forests,

ii. Service Requirements — health care, daycare, water
treatment, waste disposal, police/fire protection,
education, recreation, transportation access, power
lines.

iii. Energy Conservation — recovery of natural resource
reserves; transportation and shipping efficiencies;
energy-saving developments.

iv. Local Economy — balancing of public expenditures and
revenues; employment; land values.

v. Housing and Social Conditions — adequate housing and
related facilities; density control.

vi. Aesthetic and Cultural Values — landmarks; viev/s;
community/regional identities.

vii. State and Federal Land Use Policies — state or federal
plans/policies which are concerned with growth and con-
servation issues in the region.

b. Policy: Distribution of Growth

"Now-that-you-see-wKat^s-possible-what-do-you-want" stage.
Groups or sets of policies, each a complete possible set
covering both development and conservation aspects for the
entire region; probably a variety of policy sets possible in
light of above goals determination and projected potentials.

Section 1-B

Growth Repercussions

Test each policy set's effects on these growth factors. The
changes in the growth repercussions will reflect back to the
projections stage, at which time they may become new modify-
ing factors to re-evaluate projection of potentials. These
factors are changes in: Impact on environment, service require-
ments, energy conservation, local economy, housing and social
conditions, and aesthetic and cultural values. (State and
federal policies are not included here since they are assumed
not to change as a result of local or regional action).
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Section 2

Appraisal

Determination of political, economic, and environmental feasi-
bility of each policy set that has been defined from abofe.

i. Political Feasibility — for example, policy extending
beyond local jurisdiction; state and/or federal land
use policy in conflict with regional policies; decisions
being made near election time; decisions requiring
higher taxes or advocating policies not suitable with
politics/behavior of region, e.g. zoning.

ii. Economic Feasibility — such as policies burdening
present local tax structure; policies that would, in
effect, limit future industrial expansion; policies that
might impair quality of governmental services; policies
calling for greater capital expenditures beyond munici-
palities 1 capability to provide for them; policies
affecting local/regional economy.

iii. Environmental Feasibility — such as policies promoting
potential sources of pollution without adequate controls
to handle them; policies producing congestion and strain
on transportation system, thus endangering public safety;
policies markedly increasing travel distance and time
between origin and destination thus increasing likeli-
hood of air and noise pollution.

b. Evaluation

The weighing of issues/conflicts and appraisal step feasibili-
ties by way of: Cost/benefit analysis; "balance-sheet"; input-
output; time-distance; living quality; or other such system.

c. Resolution

i. Determination of most viable set of policies,

ii. If compromise is possible — continue on to identify plan
alternatives and implementing selected policy set.

Section 2-A

If resolution is not possible — redefine goals, re-evaluate
issues and conflicts, and, if compromise is reached, develop
plan alternatives; if no compromise is possible, redefine
growth policies, re-evaluate issues and conflicts.





Section 3

a. Develon Plan Al ternatives

A somewhat detailed plan showing possible adaptations of

selected nolicy set; taking each policy in set and showing how

and where^it may be applied; may be in written or graphic form.

d. Development and Conservation Model

i. Development Model — detailed sketch plans showing highest

growth potential called for by the selected -set of poli-

cies,

ii. Conservation Model — detailed sketch plans showing great-

est conservation potential called for by the set of poli-

cies,

c. Test Alternatives

Test each alternative against these models.

d. Resolution

Determination of best or "optimal" plan.

e. Plan Adoption

Acceptance of plans; begin determination of how the plan is to

be implemented, when, and by whom.

f

.

Ongoing Monitoring Program

Including, but not limited to: Annual review, formulation
annually of three-year work program; study of before and
after situation of each proposal or development; mandatory
adjustment of land use plans; update of surveys; information
system development.
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OPTIMUM MODEL vs. HUD MODEL COMPARISON

HUD OPTIMUM

Identification of Land

Projections

Impact Analysis

air and water

waste disposal

critical concern area

natural resources

protective soils-

Conservation of Sne;

Long and Short Term Policies.

Type, Timing and Intensity of Growl

Implementation'

Coordination of State, Local

and Areawide Plans

Work Program

* - Factors which are not mentioned

explicitly in the HUD model

Inventory of Data, Land Use

Coals and Objectives *

Projections

VIo d i fy ing Facto r

s

Environmental Impact

Service Requirements

Energy Conservation

Local Economy *

Housing and Social Conditions *

State and Federal Policies

Aesthetics and Cultural Values *

Growth Folicy

Growth lie pure uss ions

Evaluation *

Resolution *

PI an Al t emat i v e s

Urban Growth Model *

Conserv ;.tion Model *

Test Alternatives *

Plan Adoption

On- Going Monitor Systerr *
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II. SKETCH PLAN

As was done with the HUD model, sketch plans were used to shed

some light on the model's ability to perform in an actual working

situation in the SCIR region. It was exoected that such an exercise

would suggest where the strengths ana weaknesses of the model exist.

By identifying the weaknesses, it was anticipated that alterations

could he made in the model itself, and if modifications were not

possible, then at least an explicit acknowledgment of these weaknesses

would be appropriate.

A. ASSUMPTIONS

Before testing the model by using sketch plans, our Team had

to make some assumptions about urban growth and water resources.

These two kinds of assumptions relate to the sections of the model

entitled: "Define Goals and Objectives", "Projections", and "Growth

Policy." These assumptions were derived from an extensive modifica-

tion of the OEDP goals and objectives, in order to equally satisfy

both development and conservation considerations. Secondly, many of

the assumptions v/ere in response to suggestions by Fred Walker,

director SCIR.

B. RESULTS OF SKETCH PLAN OPERATION

By constructing the schematics we were able to identify

several constraints and/or weaknesses of the model. It should be

noted that the extent of this testing/criticism was limited by both

the availability of adequate time and information. For this reason

our Team was restricted to following the model's operation up to and

including the identification of "Growth Policies: Distribution of

Growth", and its several "alternatives." This situation reflects

the criticism that the number of variables to be investigated, for

instance "Modifying Factors" and "Growth Repercussions" was so great

in number and extent that it created complex problems in trying to

balance them. This problem is further compounded by the multiple

iterations that are required if "no compromise" is continuously

encountered. A second weakness that we encountered in allocating

development in the SCIR region was that we realized that no specific
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plan-making steps had been provided. Rather, what we have been formu-

lating in the initial steps of the model was a growth policy plan-

making model. This prompted our Team to modify the model to include

those steps beyond the statement of "plan alternatives", Step 3.

It was further established that in attempting to distribute

growth that we had to make certain modifications that were not

explicitly built into our model. For instance, we found that during

the construction of the "Conservation/Development: Proportional

Allocation- Schematic" we were not able to both conserve natural

resources to a maximum and accommodate large urban growth along

selected corridors as assumed. Rather we had to concentrate growth

along corridors that really had little potential for occurring.

In allocating urban growth, there are several models to use as

a basis, probably the most well-known being the Ghapin model. On

the other hand, in attempting to formulate a conservation model we

found that both the research and the "state of the art" were lacking.

The same problem was encountered in trying to consider and apply

various aesthetic and cultural values, as well as energy conserva-

tion measures. Both of these factors presently lack the precision

and depth of knowledge required to be adequately accounted for in a

plan-making model.

In developing the sketch plans we attempted to consider several

factors that we later concluded were beyond the scope of one single

region. For instance, we found that energy conservation was a

factor that had wider applicability to the state and national level,

rather than to the regional level. This predicament is in part a

result of the developing "state of the art", but moreover we be-

lieved that the significant leverage points of energy conservation

lay with state and federal controls and are beyond the management of

regional agencies. Several other factors, such as service require-

ments, which includes transportation and solid waste management,

were also considered to be impacted by factors outside of the

region. In addition, we encountered situations v/here the region f s

population and urban growth were influenced in part by the growth

and development of contiguous regions.

Lastly, our sketch plans indicated how a study of how the use

of this model may be successful in a set length of time would be

appropriate. One alternative might be to merge this model with the

, "building blocks" concept which will be presented in Chapter VI,
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter develops a framework of citizen involvement

expanded from the HUD model in Chapter II. Citizen involvement in

the land use plan-making process is one of the explicit requirements

of HUD. However, the HUD requirements are a statement of policy and

do not consist of a complete series of steps for citizen involvement

in the land use plan-making process. The expansion of participation

from the model is based on these assumptions:

1. The Regional Goals, developed "by the South Central Illinois
Regional Planning and Development Commission, used a citizen
participation process that was responsive to the desires of
its citizens; therefore it is a workable process for this
particular region.

2. The participation processes presented in this chapter were
developed using the SCIR goals-setting process as an example.
Therefore, they are applicable to this region.





HUD REGULATIONS AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

The HUD model in Chapter II calls for citizen participation at

different points. Chapter IY explores what specifically occurs at

these different points of the model. Since the product differs at

each of these points, the type of participation needed at these

stages also differs.

To find out the differences in the types of participation needed

at these stages of the model. The following questions were asked:

1

.

What was presented to participants?

2. What was the method of this presentation?

3. Who participated at what points and why? and,

4. What were the types of participation?

There are differences in types of participation, groups, and

participation roles. Definitions of these groups and roles are

included explicitly in the appendix of this paper. What follows is a

summarized statement of these definitions.
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ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPATION

AT THRHE POINTS OF THE PLAN-MAKING MODEL

Within the plan-making model, citizen participation is called

for at the goals formulation, objectives determination, and evalua-

tion of the tentative growth distribution. There are differences in

the types of participation needed at these points because of the

differences in the nature of the task being performed . Goals formu-

lation calls for a different participation process than objective
3setting and evaluation.

In our plan-making model participation is called for before

goals/objectives determination at the issue identification stage

because citizen involvement would be important in setting priorities

for the region. The goals are based on specific issues concerning

the region and the priorities can identify the major issues or con-

cerns of the region. So, issue identification is incorporated in

the goals formulation and objective determination processes.

GOALS FORMULATION

Following is a flowchart which describes the steps to be taken

by a regional planning commission to include citizen involvement in

its planning process. This expansion of the plan-making model illus-

trates how specific process of participation is achieved at the

goals formulation stage. To begin formulating goals, the staff of

the region suggests a methodology for participation and drafts a

first set of goals for the region by analyzing problems and poten-

tials. This draft is what is initially presented, to the partici-

pants (Steps A and B). The method of the presentation of these

goals is that of a formal meeting of the staff with local government

leaders — the decision-making participants (Step C). After explain-

ing the purpose for involvement in a goal development process and

answering questions, a staff member will distribute forms on which

the goals are listed and each participant is asked to rate each goal

3 Definitions of how these terms are used in this paper are included
in the appendix.
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PARTICIPATION IN GOALS DETERMINATION

Drafting

Testing

Review

Redraft

Retest

Decision

a.

b..

c.

d.

e„

f.

g-

Staff selects a goal formulation

methodology

This methodology is used to formulate

goals by staff

Goals are presented to all

the various local govern-

ments or city councils for

setting priorities and more

evaluations of goals

These prioritied goals can

then be distributed to a

sample of the population

so that the staff can eval-

uate • the reliability of

the program

Staff evaluation of goal priority

by geographic and citizen participation

Staff can then retest against professional

participation in relation to local govern-

ments and citizen input
i

RPC decision on goals and priorities





within a point value range assigned by the staff to each goal. To

further the amount of participation, the staff wil] mail out this

list of goals to a statistical sample of the region f s population.

Both sets of results v/ill be analyzed and a revised list of goals

will be determined (Steps D and ;--;). The staff will then retest

with professional participants (Step F), and the decision will be

made by local government leaders of the goals and priorities. The

type of participation needed at this stage is initiative participa-

tion.

OBJECTIVES DETERMINATION

Following is a flowchart which describes the steps to be taken

by a regional planning commission to include citizen involvement in

determining objectives. Once again, the staff is the initiator.

The staff will draft a statement of objectives in relation to the .

goals and potentials of the region; this will again take the form of

a final product but without the inputs of participants which is

needed to test the staff ! s draft. The statement of this draft is

presented to other informed professional participants to discuss

the region^ problems and potentials and to ascertain sources of

more specific information (Step B). Other narticipant inputs come

from geographic, special interest, and direct participants (Steps C-

F). The staff analysis of all this input is shown to professional

participants for review and retest (Step G), then, the decision is

made of the objectives against goal priorities. Cooperative partic-

ipation is needed within this process.

EVALUATION OF THE THIRD TENTATIVE GROWTH DISTRIBUTION

The third expansion of the plan-making model comes at the ten-

tative growth distribution evaluation stage. The staff, again, is

the initiator of the process. Responsive participation is needed

in this stage. Following is a flowchart which shows the steps

taken by a regional planning commission to involve citizens in its

planning process.

The staff v/ill make their presentation of the third tentative

growth distribution, including a statement of evaluation as to how





OBJ ECTIVE DETERMINATION

drafting

testing

review

retest

decision

Stsff analysis of goals
and potential? of the

region

Results analysized by professionals
with diverse knowledge of region

Further analysis for more specific
information by staff, inputs from

geographic and special interest
participants

Staff evaluation of information into

the objective formulation

Further analysis for very specific
information, direct participation

Transferred into indirect
participation wnen analysized

.Staff analysis against professional input for
final retest product final analysis

Staff decision of obj ctives against goal priorities

E

D

T?





EVALUATION

drafting

evaluation
of draft

review

test

retest

decisi6n

Staff presentation of a 3rd tentative growth distrib-

ution including a statement of evaluation as to how
the growth, distribution meets the goals and objective:

Copies of staff statement
distributed to public agencies,
municipalities, special districts,
and citizen groups

Staff available for consultion
so that this statement can be

studied and question answered

Staff holds hearings at county seats

Public concerns are incorporated
here because the staff can get

reactions here

These hearings include reactions to the
proposal, proposals for change and support

1

Retest by staff integrating all knowledge

Decision for a growth distributati on

n

E





this distribution, modified for services, environmental impacts, a

conservation of energy, meets the :oals and objectives set by the

region (Step A). Copies of this statement are made available to the

public (Step B). These statements can be distributed to public

agencies, municipalities, special districts, and citizens 1 groups.

The staff should be available for a reasonable time before t^.e public

hearings for consultation, answering questions, and clearing up any

confusion (Step C). The public hearings are the only means of identi-

fying public concerns. Objections to proposals can be heard as well

as proposals for change and support (Step D). The staff will inte-

grate all public concerns and concerns of other participants into the

proposal on growth policy (Step G). Final acceptance of a third ten-

tative growth distribution can be made after this.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE ^F?]^NCES_BETw ^jN THE THREE POINTS

AND ON THE UTILITY OF THE EXPANDED PROCESS

Following is a chart which summarizes the extent of the types of

participation and participation groups used, at each stage of the

model.

DIFFERENCES

These expansions of our plan-maki g model are simil r but the

sm 11 differences are the keys to each particular process.

The Toals formulation process involved mor ; direct participa-

tion than objectives formulation. All citizens can contribute to

the goals of the region, but objectives are more complex and need

more professional input. Once the end product is defined (through

goals), the means to this end (objectives) can be determined with

less direct input an 1 more profession il input because professionals

are assumed to have the most ability to develop the best methods of

attaini lg goals.

UTILITY

These expansions from tie plan-making mod .1 can be used by the

regional planning commission staff, interest groups, and HUD. The

staff can use the participation process as a check list for
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OBSERVATION AISOUT DIFFEKKKC.-JS IN THr, TYPES OF PARTICIPATION

USbJJ II: EACH PROCESS

UUA.U) OBJECTIVE

Types of Participation

Staff

Commission

Individual

Direct

Indirect

Representat i ve

Geographic

Special Interest

Regulatory/Advisory

Professional

Decision-Making

Types of Participation

Initiative

Responsive

Cooperative

O LESS INVOLVEMENT

# MORE INVOLVEM

3VALUAT
OF GROWTH
POLICY
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determining if all jroups have been i eluded L the Lecision-maki

process. Interest groups can use t processes to protect the

interest which they wish to represent.

Finally, the HUD staff can us* these expansions to demonstrate

how the citizen participation requirement can he fulfilled.
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APPBNDI

1 . Types of Participants and Participatio

? . Definitio s of Terms in Goals Formulatio
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From a Conceptual Framework for Citizen Participation

by Laird Starrick, 1971

Tt 3s Of rarticioant3

To further refine zr.e definition of citizen, parti-
cipation, the types of participants, categories of
governmental and non- governmental infrastructures, are
identified. Defining political action by type--by parti-
cipating actors--has been developed because different
actors have varying degrees of influence and pov/er at
various planning and decision-making levels. The general-
ized definition of participation confines such activity
to that which is effective; and a further measurement and
analysis of such effectiveness can be undertaken by first
identifying the participant types and then investigating
the function of each type at various levels of govern-
mental action.

Two broad categories of . articipants have been identi-
fied. Tae first category, labeled Individual Participation ,

encompasses those participants whose activities are gener-
ated on an individual, singular basis. Such participation
is transmitted to planners and officials either on an
individual, direct basis such as through voting or indi-
vidual testimonies, or is made known to local officials
indirectly in the form of consensus summaries representing
many individual, direct views. Indirect participant inputs
are exemplified by voting results, o/jinion poll3, surveys,
and

1

' so on. The second participant category has been identi-
fied as Representative Participation . This category in-
cludes those participants whose activities are generated
either in the public interest or in the interest of speci-
fic community groups. Such political action Is viewed* as
representative because (l) the participation Inputs trans-
mitted to local officials represent the interests of either
the community -at-large or of specific groups within the
population, and (2) the transmission itself is expressed
by elected or appointed spokesmen chosen by the entire
community or its component groups to articulate their
identified issues.

The category of Representative Participation has been
subdivided into five parts to differentiate the types of
representative action existing within an urban community.
First, participant action generated in the interest of
specific geographic areas has been identified as a preva-
lent form of representative participation. Presently. .

within Indianapolis -Marion County, such, participants* are
exemplified by principle neighborhood organizations .such
as the High!and-Brookside Neighborhood Citizens* Group
and neighborhood organizations within the Model Cities area.
These groups, often representing a large population segment





Ik

and substantial .~ec^r^
: hie area, are formally organized

and subdivided into special committees and subcommittees
of functional concrr.. L 'l Second, a wide range o£ Special
Interest Participant actions- exist v/i thin the community.
Such actors may represent geographic areas as do those
mentioned above, but more specifically the special inter-
est organizations .aid their participant spokesmen are
organized along functional lines. These groups vary
in size from small groups of individuals banded together
with a focus on small area issues, to large intricately
organized groups interested in problems and issues of
community-wide or regional concern.

The remaining participant types within the represent-
ative category include those actors who are not only
citizen participants but also are to varying degrees
decision-makers. These participants are those who are
either appointed or elected officials charged with the
responsibility of acting in the public interest. This
responsibility calls for placing inputs from all levels
into balance with other information in order to reach,
decisions which will provide the greatest benefit for the
greatest number.

The negulatory/Aavisory Participant is active in polit-
ical functions which focus upon specific issues in order
to regulate activities or furnish advice to decision-makers.
This participant type is usually composed of individuals
appointed by the decision-makers, and while such participants
do not in themselves possess decision-making authority,
they do exorcise substantial influence upon decisions to
be made. Regulatory/Advisory participation is action in
the public interest, exercised by representatives of the
community-at-large, with considerable effectiveness in
influencing the direction of governmental action. Examples
of this participation include planning commissions, special -

advisory commissions uch as those organized to study
specific problems (race relations, drug abuse, etc .

)

, and
other study and report commissions as appointed by communi-
ty officials.

Professional Participants also have the responsibility
for acting in the public interest, and include those
individuals specially trained in specific fields of govern-
mental affairs. These participants are not elected., repre-
sentatives of the community, but are appointed by the-v';;;
decision-makers to provide support and detailed advice in
the decision-making process. To varying degrees these •"

participants also have the authority for goal, policy,
and alternative decision formulation xvithin their dis-
ciplinary fields, and throughout the process exert great





influence u; on final decisions for action. Participant

3

within ft '.".is re: resentativ"3 category include city managers,
urban planners, engineers, special consultants, and 30 on

Tae final ty.es of representative participation, the
deci sion-naking or administrative participants, defines
the role of elected officials. The position of decision-
making participant is unique among the five representative
participant types in that it encompasses both partici-
pation input by virtue of being elective and also final
decision-making in the public interest. In order to
reach the final decision-making stage, these participants
must place into balance inputs from all actors at all
levels, their own input which represents their constitu-
ency or other special concern, and other information
often unknown by other participants such as political
and economic feasibility, local goals and policies,
locally developed priorities, state and federal regulations,
and specific technical information provided by 3taff
members or consultants. In other words, this participatory
type represents the highest level of participation input
in that it possesses information from all levels of concern.
At this level all non-governmental and governmental infor-
mation is merged in order to generate political action in
the public interest for the community-at-large. G-oals and
policies are established; programs are developed and
approved. Decision-making participants include the mayor,
city-county council, and special district decision-makers
such as school board or parks and recreation board members,
and airport authority officials.

Types of Participation

Having identified the various participants active
within the community, it is also necessary to categorize
the types of action these participants undertake in the
planning and decision-making process. Three broad cate-
gories of participation have been isolated and defined.

Initiative Participation includes those actions and
activities undertaken before initiation or at the begin-
ning of the decision-making process. Such action is
generated in order that participant interests and demands
may be voiced and considered from the outset of the
decision-making process. This participation ha3 a
strong influence upon the decisions which are made in 'that
(1) these inputs are considered throughout the process,
and (2) voicing of these inputs before the decision-ma^
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r;roc*233 oejinj €>lso influences the scope and direction
of the process itsol i*.

.>es:'jn3ive . v.-'tici: ai ion encompasses the activities
bejun ai'ucr .^ovv-rr-nontal decisions h^ve been formulated.
Vhis ty -e of participation :9 generated to review,
evaluate, revise, approve, or appeal governmental de-
cisions to the extent that such decisions coincide with
or differ from the interests, demands, and issues of
the participants. ouch participation can be a powerful
force in influencing the degree to which governmental
decisions will be accepted as valid by the community-
at-large. However, this form is also limited to a role
of evaluating, endorsing or opposing decisions rather
than having impact trj?oughout the decision-making process.

Cooperative x-articication comprises joint governmental
and non-governmental participant activity in the decision-
making process. This action includes joint identification
of problems and issues, coequal exertion of influences
and responsibility for making decisions, and either separ-
ate bu~ equal or cooperative review and evaluation of
the decisions derived. Cooperative participation repre-
sents a partnership between governmental and non-govern-
mental participants; a coalition of official and unof-
ficial interests. This form of participation is viewed
as the most effective of all described. Initiative and
Responsive participation can be undertaken separately by
governmental and non-governmental participation actors.
These types of participation, if undertaken separately,
can also cancel out one another by either being repetitive
or by working at cross-purposes, focusing on different
issues, identifying different demands, and developing
incompatible or unrelated decisions, conclusions, or
recommendations. Cooperative participation, on the
other hand, implies tht't many basic issues concerning
the need, scope, and direction of decisions to be made
can be resolved before the dec is ion-making process act- .

ually begins. Those participants to be affected by
governmental action are identified, are brought toget-
her in order to determine which decisions must be made,
and are given specific responsibilities for- providing
inputs throughout the process.

$
K

-he final category of participation may be the most
desir^able, but is also the most difficult to achieve;
Sharing dec is ion-making responsibilities implies that all
participants involved have the competence and willingness
to accept responsibilities. Cooperative action also implies
that all participants involved also recognize the need for
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;-._-. d are willing to compromise in the deci 3 ion-making
process in order to reach decisions representing consen-
sus or 'majority viewpoints • Unfortunately, there 13 no
guarantee that either or these implications is valid.

Cooperative participati^i is a process in which
issues, problems, and demands can be identified by the
broadest range of appropriate participants and community
interests. Development of this type of citizen and
official involvement would be the most difficult to
organize, regulate, and support. In addition, there is

no guarantee that such participation would always be
effective. Nevertheless, it is the form of participation
which would identify issues, pose alternatives, and
resolve conflicts in the most systematic manner by pro-
viding the widest range of inputs to the decision-making
process. Despite its problems and limitations, this is

the type of participation which should be sought.

Citizen participation may be viewed as political
action generated to influeic e decision-makers. Various
types of participants are active within this political
sphere, from individual non-governmental actors focusing
their attention on minute problems and concerns, to
community-oriented, decision-making participants such as
elected officials. These participants are active at
differing levels of concern. The power of each partici-
pant type in influencing decision-making and the direc-
tion of governmental action, varies with respect to the
level of decision-making, the scope of decisions to be
made, and the ability of each participant concerned to
effectively and forcefully interject his own particular
concern into the process for consideration.

In addition, each of the participant types may play
one or more' of three basic roles in the decision-making
process. Participant action may be initiative, designed
to have impact or consideration throughout the process
of reaching decisions. Participation may also be respon-
sive, generated to review, evaluate, and comment on
decisions which have already been made. Finally, the
political action of participants may be cooperative by
combining governmental and non- governmental concerns in
order to develop a systematic and thorough base from
which to allocate responsibilities and develop mutually
satisfying decisions. These basic relationships between
participants and types of participation must be under-
stood if citizen participation as a full process is to
be studied.
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA- CHAMPAIGN

DEPARTMENT OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Louis B. Wetmore
December, 1970

Definition of Terms in Goal Formulation

The following terms are frequently used in the process of formulating
community goals and setting forth plans <^nd programs related to such
goals:

goal — the final purpose; the end which a community aims to attain.

objective — the point aimed at: the point to which a specific plan
or policy is directed.

standard — a unit measure; the rule for measure of a definite
degree of any quality which is an object of endeavor.

policy — a settled course; a course of action adopted and followed
as advantageous in attaining goals, or achieving objectives.

principle — a settled rule of action; a general rule which serves
as a guide to action.

To illustrate the use of these terms, the following paragraphs have been
drafted:

A decent home for every citizen i6 a goal . Housing which is health-
ful by certain standards is an objective . At least one full bathroom
for each dwelling unit is a standarcT Public subsidy of housing to
provide healthful housing for low income families is a policy.
No more than one bathroom per dwelling unit should be provided in
subsidized housing is a principle.

Human satisfaction through access to areas of natural beauty and
varied natural characteristics is a goal. Preservation of areas of
natural beauty and botanical interest is an objective . At least ten
acres of natural reservation should be available for each thousand
population is a standard . Limitation of access to such an area to
protect its features is a policy. Limitation of the number of points
of access to such an area to protect its features is a principle .

Provision for some degree of access by those unable to walk is a

policy. Provision for access by automobile to key observation
points is a principle.
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In formulating a land use pla to meet the HUD requirements, a

specific list of the actual tasks required must be c tblished.

The requirements arc divided into si categories: Environmental

requirements, Historical Preservation requirements., Required "ous-

ing element, Require Land-Use element, :

?,qual Opportunity, and

Citizen Involvement. Under each o r
I -ese sections are individual

goals and objectives for each re ion to follow. Since these

requirements are very expansive, this study usee examples from the

land-use element, which is a section receiving priority by SCIR,

The Housing element is also added here because of its high priority

with the federal government.

In some states, state planning boards have added more require-

ments of their own to the HUD la .d-use element which would also

have to be analyzed, I • Illi ois, however, the state (through DLG-A)

has given guidance to the regions L how to go "-.bout meeting the

HUD requirements in a way th t would best suit the state's own go Is

and objectives.

Since the housing and la d-use elements themselves are quite

intricate in nature, there is a ;ed bo pi ce these elements into a

classification system that would simplify the identification of spe-

cific tasks and v/ould provide for a state or nation-wide unification

of the federal requireme ts. Such a system is the Overall Program

Design System (OPD), This system divides planni r; requirements into

seven major categories, umbered from 100 through 700, Category 200,

for example, is labeled ".information Collection and Special Studies."

Each of these major categories is subdivided, such as Category 205 —
"Basic Planning Studies," If these categories are still too broad,

they are broken into work elements, such as '.fork Element 205.1 —
"Population Studies."

The OPD system meets our need for organization except that in

many cases the HUD requirements as they are stated cannot easily fit

into the OPD classification scheme. Assumptions mus be m e, there-

fore, on the actual tasks which a HUD requirement would involve.

For example, HUD requirement #600.72(b-1) points to "Lo gad short

term policies, a-.d where appropriate administrative procedures and

legislative proposals, wit] regard to where growth should a d should

not take place," This seems to fit best u der ODP . or!: Element

503.1 — "Development of Land Use Policies and Pla s,"





After the IIUD requirements have been reasonably interpreted and

presented through the ODP code, a table can be constructec that will

clearly show how SCIR has reacted to these land use tasks. After a

list of these tasks, 3CIR f s progress can be shown by three columns:

SCIR completed items, SCIR current work program, and Yet to be done

by SCIR, In this manner, one can quickly scan down the columns and

know the status of the SCIR. According to the following chart, SCIR

has developed goals, developed some policies to accomplish these

goals, and has identified certain problems, such as housing needs.

Their work program includes the next step, which is studies of

activities, proposals, needs, and other basic studies such as Base

Mapping. The table shows that there are still a number of tasks

which SCIR needs to complete.

This table classification system is also applicable to other

multi- or single-county planning agencies as well as SCIR. By adding

more columns, two or more regional olanning agencies can be compared

and contrasted, such as SCIR and Greater Egypt. If this were done

the differences between these two regions would surface quickly, as

Greater Egypt would probably show a larger number of items in its

"completed items" list than SCIR. Due to the age and greater exper-

ience of the Greater Egypt Region, their current work program list

would probably be more extensive than that of SCIR. A table of this

sort would be good to present to HUD to show the differences in each

region ! s work program. This would also demonstrate the capabilities

of the SCIR region for reaching the requirements set for August

1977. Not only could a system such as this demonstrate that SCIR may

not complete all of the HUD land use requirements (as well as the

other requirements) by 1977, but it would easily point to the rela-

tive youth of the region (as compared to older established regions)

as the cause for this failure.
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Chapter VI

The Building Block Approach

Luha Bozinovich
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By August 22, 1977, SCIR must complete a land use element.

Time is at a premium and it is inadequate to fully meet the require-

ments. This establishes the need for planning agencies to priortize

needs and develop systems to deal with these needs in a timely and

continuing manner. What will be acceptable by August 1977 will

definitely vary by region.

The Overall Program Design, or work program, indicating activi-

ties to be undertaken by the region over a period of three fiscal

years does describe the current status of land use planning activi-

ties and steps taken to develop the land use plan. Thus, the OPD

is evidence of the land use element as required by HUD.

According to the "Draft Discussion Papers" prepared by IIUD

staff members, HUD will question whether basic criteria cited in

Section 600.72(b) were considered. Here, listed from that same sec-

tion, is a series of planning functional areas of concern: 1 ) air

and water quality; 2) waste disposal; 3) transportation; 4) coastal

zone management; 5) open space; 6) agricultural food and fiber pro-

duction; 7) environmental conservation; 8) development; and 9) hous-

ing. These are categories of issues relating to the use of land.

The region, by selecting three of these areas of high priority in

the region for plan completion by the end of fiscal year 1976 and

then two or three more at a time for completion in fiscal years

following, can show significant steps toward completion of the land

use element. Such a building block approach would presumably be

acceptable to HUD. By August 1977, major progress in the land use

element will have been indicated within the OPD.

For the first building block of the SCIR, transportation,

economic development, and housing would probably be selected.

Housing, particularly, would be an issue of concern because a hous-

ing plan is required by HUD by August 1977 as well. Also, because

there has been a great deal of progress made in planning for these

areas, it is assumed that that can be taken as indication of their

priority in SCIR. Beyond this stage, questions must be posed

regarding the land use inputs required for preparing coordinated

plans in these as well as the remaining areas.

For the second building block, areas considered may be air

and v/ater quality, waste disposal, agricultural food and fiber





production. The third building "block would complete coverage of the

list of areas of concern, namely, open space and environmental con-

servation. Again, it is of value that land use inputs he coordinated.

The SCIR, by means of this type of a building block approach,

can meet the HUD requirements. Although the land use element gets

done at some time beyond the August 1977 requirement, the OPD shows

that it is making substantial progress toward completion. This

approach would allow the region to have programs operational by 1977.





BASIC BUILDING BLOCK APPROACH

Categories of Land Use Issues

3

Fiscal Year 74 75 76 77

1. Air & Water Quality

2. Waste Disposal

3. Transportation

4. Coastal Zone Management (exclude in SCIR)

5. Open Space

6. Agricultural Food and- Fiber Production

7. Environmental Conservation

8. Development

9. Housing

78 79 80

»

AU6.77

First Block: 2or 3 issues of highest priority and

. #9, -Housing: to be completed by August 1977.

Second Block

Third Block





LAND USE PLAN AJ I. ICY RE ,

FIRST BUILDING BLOCK:

LAUD USJS

WORK PROGRAM

- 1 rail s po rtat ion

-economic deve] opment
-housing

What land use inputs are required'

vy 75 77 7

A) TRANS PORTATI CM
Highway
PI an

-I DOT

data concerning
improvements

:) ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT O.D.E.P.

-employment
labor forpe
studj e >

9) HOUSING Surveys -pol icy

prograj
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